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Achieving modern plant automation with PC-based control technology

Scalable, open, available
In the future, greenfield as well as brownfield plants will have to be equipped with innovative automation solutions in order to
withstand the increasing competition in the process industry. In concrete terms, this calls for efficient and flexible plant automation
which also meets availability requirements. This goal can be achieved with the universal PC-based control system from Beckhoff –
currently expanded with TwinCAT 3 Controller Redundancy.
PC-based control from Beckhoff provides customers with a holistic control

Two different concepts have become established for the architecture of plants.

system for automating their plants. The Industrial PC is the core component of

In the centralized approach, all information comes together in a control cabinet,

PC-based control technology and forms the basis for control and monitoring in

while the sensors and actuators are connected via remote I/Os. A decentralized

process plants. Thanks to the precisely scalable portfolio, it is possible to use an

architecture consists of several control systems that are assigned to a specific

Industrial PC individually tailored to the task at hand to control the plant: Indus-

plant section and take over its process control. Modern automation systems sup-

trial PCs are available in all kinds form factors. Support for many standards and

port both concepts – not only on the control side but also through I/O systems

protocols ensures cross-system data communication at both the higher-level

that can be operated both as remote I/O and directly on embedded controllers.

control system and the field level.

Beckhoff offers appropriate I/O modules for each scenario for installation in the
control cabinet (IP20) or directly in the field (IP67).
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PC-based control from Beckhoff also enables

TwinCAT 3 Controller Redundancy protects

modern and highly available plant automation

plant uptime through redundant control

in the process industry, due to three redun-

operation using standard components.
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dancy options, among other things.

In addition to flexible topology, explosion protection requirements are a fre-

is free to choose their preferred software solution, enabling them to use the best

quent prerequisite for the use of electrical equipment in the field. The greatest

possible tools for their application in a future-proof manner.

challenge for automation here is data acquisition from zone 0/20 via intrinsically
safe signals. The I/O modules of the ELX series offer a compact and integrated

The Industrial PCs execute the program code for process control as a soft PLC

solution in which intermediate barriers are eliminated. All EtherCAT features can

in real time, and their high computing power enables them to process large

be used, from fast data communication to end-to-end diagnostic options. The

amounts of data in a short time. This database can be evaluated on the IPC

portfolio is supplemented by various series of control systems, I/O modules, and

either directly in real time in the PLC code or by integrating external software

control panels for installation in zone 2/22. This enables decentralized control

tools to which the data records are transferred. Data exchange in Industrie 4.0

and visualization in close proximity to the process.

scenarios or IoT solutions is also possible directly in the control system without
additional devices via integration into the IT infrastructure. This results, for

The advantages of PC-based control technology come to the fore not only

example, in applications for condition monitoring of entire plant parks, which

when considering the hardware, but especially with regard to the flexibility of

monitor all field devices with cloud support and recommend measures for pre-

the software. The TwinCAT automation software has a range of functions, such

dictive maintenance in order to minimize downtimes.

as visualization or data analysis, but at the same time offers a large number of
interfaces to make the data available to other systems. This means that the user
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Interview with Dr. Henning Mersch on TwinCAT 3 Controller Redundancy

“We make redundancy easy to use”
A control system failure can have fatal consequences, especially in the process industry. This is precisely why redundant systems should be mandatory in critical processes,
although they are often highly sophisticated and expensive to implement. Dr. Henning
Mersch, Product Manager TwinCAT, explains in an interview with the magazine P&A
how fail-safety can now be maximized very simply with redundant control technology.

Dr. Henning Mersch,
Product Manager TwinCAT,
Beckhoff Automation

P&A: Haven’t redundancy solutions from Beckhoff

both sides, and these are executed with absolute synchronicity. Since it is usually

been around for many years?

impossible to determine exactly when and if a controller will fail, the second

Dr. Henning Mersch: Yes, that’s correct, but until now we were focusing on

controller always has to be ready to take over the process control along with

the fieldbus level. To put it simply, if a cable between the controller and the

all important current process values. This requires there to be a data connection

actual fieldbus elements no longer transmits data correctly due to breakage,

between the two controllers. It’s a pretty standard requirement across the mar-

mechanical damage, or weak contacts, then we enable redundant communi-

ket and our competitors work on the same basis. Where we differ, however, and

cation via EtherCAT using a second cable. Now we are taking things one step

what makes our solution so special is that we use a normal Ethernet connection

further by ensuring redundancy with our TwinCAT controller. If one controller

for this, so we don’t need dedicated hardware components for synchronization

should fail due to excessively harsh environmental influences, unintentional

between controllers, unlike our competitors. The technical progress we have

mechanical stress, or even a technical defect, the second controller can step in

made with our TwinCAT controllers means we already have network connec-

seamlessly and take over.

tions in the gigabit range on board for real-time synchronization as standard.
And then there is the communication of the controller at fieldbus level. To this

P&A: Could you outline the functionality of the

end, each controller features our CU2508 real-time Ethernet port multiplier,

new TwinCAT 3 Controller Redundancy solution?

and we also link these with a connecting cable. If the data link between the

Dr. Henning Mersch: Our Controller Redundancy is based on having two

two controllers fails, we need to make sure that each side can decide whether

controllers run the same program. This means there are symmetrical images on

the other controller has failed or just the data link. We do this via this second

Redundancy for increased availability

Software-based solution for redundant control operation

To further increase the availability of a plant, redundant architectures can be

While the robust design of the company’s Industrial PCs alone already ensures

used to safeguard against failures of individual control components. In this

a high level of availability, Beckhoff is now expanding its product portfolio to

way, communication interruptions can be intercepted by implementing cable

check yet another box with TwinCAT 3 Controller Redundancy (TF1100). This

redundancy. By creating a ring structure, this ensures that all I/O modules of the

entirely software-based solution allows two standard Industrial PCs that both

system can still be reached in the event of a cable break, for example.

run the same PLC program to operate as redundant controllers in just a few
easy steps.

With TwinCAT 3 Controller Redundancy, it is possible to run the Industrial PC
and thus the control program redundantly. For this purpose, standard compo-

An additional, high-performance network connection between the two control-

nents are enabled for redundant operation by the TwinCAT software – which

lers provides the necessary synchronization. Standard Ethernet is used here, so

means that special hardware is not required. This redundancy ensures that in the

no dedicated hardware components are required. With minimal effort, this en-

event of a failure of one control system, the second one takes over operation.

sures that only one of the two Industrial PCs addresses the fieldbus components

To this end, the two control systems are connected via network lines which

at any given time, and that the control programs are executed simultaneously

enable synchronization and, in the event of a fault, switchover without loss of

on both computers. This synchronicity is the basic prerequisite for changing the

information.

primary Industrial PC in the event of a fault without losing any information.
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communication channel between the two CU2508s, thereby offering additional

port multipliers as additional hardware, which we have had in our range for a

fail-safety. From the port multipliers, it all continues downstream quite normally

long time and so these didn’t have to be specially developed for this purpose.

via EtherCAT, where we can also offer redundancy.
P&A: So now we can ensure redundancy not only
P&A: Surely there are special requirements for synchronizing

between the controllers, but also right down to field level.

the two controllers via Ethernet? Have you developed your own

But how do the controllers communicate with the

synchronization protocol here to meet your needs?

higher-level systems in the event of a critical defect?

Dr. Henning Mersch: Absolutely – this is an independent protocol. It doesn’t

Dr. Henning Mersch: Our upward communication interface provides a vir-

have much in common with EtherCAT either, because we have to transfer

tual redundancy address with TwinCAT 3 Controller Redundancy. Higher-level

completely different data there. In this horizontal communication between the

systems always use this to communicate automatically with the active system

two controllers, the process images not only have to be transmitted as quickly

with no indication of whether it is the primary or secondary control. We also

as possible, but also provided in highly optimized packages. This is the only

offer the possibility of addressing both controllers via their real address. This is

way that the other side can also process the data quickly again in real time. To

necessary in the case of diagnostic programs, for example, to check the status

meet this requirement over Ethernet, we had to develop a new synchronization

of the redundancy solution. Another new feature is that our TwinCAT controller

protocol.

can also communicate upward via two redundantly designed Ethernet networks
using the TwinCAT 3 Parallel Redundancy Protocol (PRP). To this end, two sep-

P&A: Does TwinCAT 3 Controller Redundancy actually

arate network interfaces are used per Industrial PC. Users can therefore also

have a primary and secondary system, or does the solution

implement redundancy above the control level, which is then automatically

handle this automatically?

supported by our controllers.

Dr. Henning Mersch: Customer feedback and our own experience have
shown that it makes the most sense for users to determine this for themselves.

P&A: To finish up, what would you like to say to customers won-

It starts with the most trivial applications like commissioning the systems,

dering why they should rely on Beckhoff for redundant solutions?

where very different situations can occur in the field. One controller is therefore

Dr. Henning Mersch: Here at Beckhoff, we still offer a very open interface

defined as the primary system in control operation, making it the active compo-

with our PC-based control and the protection between these two controllers.

nent, while the secondary system acts passively in the background. In process

So rather than having a completely closed redundancy system, we can run cus-

technology, it is also common to make routine switchovers for control purposes

tomer programs on the controllers without any issues, as is usual with Beckhoff

– for example, with redundantly designed pumps. And that’s exactly where our

solutions. We are therefore offering something really quite special here that

Controller Redundancy comes into play. Users can therefore safely test a critical

makes redundant control solutions much more suitable for everyday applica-

fault at any time without provoking a deliberate failure.

tions with significantly greater usability. At the same time, the state-of-the-art
processors in our controllers give them a computing power that far exceeds that

P&A: Is your TwinCAT 3 Controller Redundancy

offered by our competitors in the field of redundant control.

actually completely software-based, or did you have
to adapt the controller hardware?
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Dr. Henning Mersch: Yes, the solution is an out-and-out software product,
which also makes TwinCAT 3 Controller Redundancy extremely appealing in
terms of price. But as I mentioned earlier, we use the CU2508 real-time Ethernet

In addition to TwinCAT 3 Controller Redundancy, the aforementioned, well-established TwinCAT 3 EtherCAT Redundancy (TF6220) software protects against
failures caused by faulty cable connections. The I/O modules are connected by
two separate cables, which should ideally be laid in different locations. While
TwinCAT 3 EtherCAT Redundancy addresses communication from the controller
to the fieldbus, the TwinCAT 3 Parallel Redundancy Protocol (PRP, TF6230)
now also provides cable redundancy for Ethernet communication according to
IEC 62439-3 to higher-level systems such as MES or decoupled HMI systems.
The protocol defines a redundant and transparent network connection, which
can be monitored and diagnosed in TwinCAT. Further details, especially about
TwinCAT 3 Controller Redundancy, can be found in the above interview with
Dr. Henning Mersch.

Franziska Rostan (left) and Lennart Winkler, both Process Industry, Beckhoff Automation

More information:
www.beckhoff.com/process
www.beckhoff.com/redundancy

